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Greenhouse plans inspire hope
volume XiIi

By Cleo Ebertz
Contributor

T

he greenhouse has been a
prominent symbol of Hampshire College, in many ways. Apart
from the weekly sing-alongs and
facial hair inspired get-togethers,
the mod has also been the place
for student-initiated food growth
projects since 1979, a mere 9 years
after Hampshire first opened its
doors to students. The greenhouse
itself, has gone through a number
of incarnations. Originally built
by students Craig Sebin and Hiro Chanrai with scrap wood, the
structure proudly displayed two
large tilapia tanks and hydroponic basil. The students also used
aquaponics to grow many of their
greens. However, due to humidity, the wood frame fell victim to
decay and overtime became inoperable and had to be replaced in
1992.
The next time around, the

greenhouse was built out of glass
and aluminum, had Goshen stone
beds, a koi pond, and even a waterfall. The plants and animals
in the greenhouse were cared
for by the students living in the
greenhouse mod during the academic year, and farm students living there in the summer. In 2004,
however, students were no longer allowed to reside on campus
during the summer months. As
a result, the greenhouse fell into
disrepair and required lots of expensive renovations, until finally,
in the fall of 2008, the greenhouse
was disassembled.
Students across campus, however, have refused to let the
greenhouse disappear. Ever since
its fall, greenhouse mod students and fans have been working towards a bigger and better
greenhouse. After what mod 46
resident Katie Keating cited as a
“long process in convincing people we’re serious,” it seems that
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the administration and the green- In an attempt to learn from the “to provide seating for about 15house mod residents are finally past and construct a more dura- 20 people for class periods or
seeing eye-to-eye. This was all ble and long-standing greenhouse, meetings.” The space will also
the more clear following a Febru- the mod has proposed a number be 100% handicapped accessible.
ary 22 meeting with Larry Archey, of changes to the original blue- Sam Lashof-Regas, Katie Keating,
the Director of Campus Planning, print. One of the key differences Rebecca Siegel, Noah Kellerman,
who, according to greenhouse in the new greenhouse is that it Justin Baldwin, Ariel Marx, all
mod resident Catherine Craig, won’t be physically attached to residents of the greenhouse mod,
seemed “enthusiastic” about the greenhouse mod. This will hope that this will be a communitheir discussion of “moving into allow for decay-free dwelling ty space shared by everyone who
the stage of picking an architect.” quarters that could be renovated wishes to utilize it. Lashof-Regas
emphasizes its versatile nature
Although this project is projected easier.
Another key difference is that will “adapt to varying desires
to cost something in the neighborhood of $100,000, money based in the mod’s goal of mak- of varying groups of greenhouse
has found a way to trickle into ing the greenhouse more open residents and community memthe cause. The space has been to the greater Hampshire com- bers.” Katie Keating stresses that
granted $25,000 from Commu- munity. The new greenhouse will “everyone is welcome there, everynity Council and the “Save the be built, according to greenhouse one can use it and it’s a communiGreenhouse Campaign” raised mod resident Sam Lashof-Regas, ty space.” Friend of the greenhouse
$7,000 in independent funds. by way of “horizontally-integrat- Evan Thaler-Null is quick to point
The meeting with Larry Archey, ed sustainability” as a “fossil fuel out that “it’s really nice to be in a
coupled with the fact that two free space.” The student-written greenhouse in the winter.” While
presently anonymous alumni ‘Concept Proposal for Greenhouse this point might not be agreed on
donors have pledged monetary Program and Design’ explains unanimously, few at Hampshire
support, has sparked springtime that this building will need to be can contend that it shouldn’t be a
optimism among greenhouse “at least 30-feet-wide by 15-feet- possibility. ~tree~
mod residents and supporters. long and 15-feet-high,” in order

Students march for education at UMass
By Emily Drummer
Staff Writer

S

tudents, workers, teachers and
faculty will march today, March 4 at
The University of Massachusetts Amherst
(UMass) in response to California’s “Call
for Strike and Day of Action” for which
people around the country are urged to
“massively mobilize... in defense of public
education.”
The call for action is in light of massive cuts to public education funding in
California—$2 billion reduction in 2010
alone—that will affect K-University students. The University of California (UC)
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regents approved a 32% increase in student fees November 18 in addition to the
layoff of 2,000 faculty members last summer, which students have received with
active dissatisfaction.
A coalition of groups including the
UMASS Graduate Student Senate (GSS),
Graduate Employee Organization (GEO),
Public Higher Education of Massachusetts (PHENOM), Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), and The International
Socialist Organization (ISO) formed this
January in conjunction with individual
students from across the five-colleges to
plan action for March 4 and beyond.
“We agree the protest this week is not

the end, but the beginning of what is going to be a long term struggle that will
need to be sustained,” said ISO member
Natalia Tylim. “The protest is only the debut of our movement and a great way to
convince more people and forces to get
involved.”
UMass faced budget cuts of over $10
million this fiscal year, which Chancellor Robert C. Holub announced on the
University website last April. UMASS has
since encountered increased student fees
and faculty cuts despite Holub’s assertions that the University “will not have
wide-scale layoffs as we had originally
feared our budget deficit would require.”

GSS representative Samantha Lyon has
worked closely with the coalition and
spoke of the affects of budget cuts on students, “Multicultural resources on campus are being streamlined. A variety of
big and small changes—purportedly due
to budget cuts and not to a dissonance
between the values of the administration
and the values of public education—are
negatively affecting the way students experience UMass.”
UMass Health Services (UHS) has also
been a target of cuts on campus. The facilities will no longer be open from midnight to 8am, which will affect UMass
and Hampshire students alike who are
See solidarity, page 2
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“Demonstrating solidarity with
students across the country”
Continued from front page
in need of emergency or overnight care. Students
have also argued that the absence of 24-hour care
on campus will force rape victims to seek help off
campus in their time of need.
The administration is simultaneously planning
the construction of a $12.5 million, 27,130-squarefoot campus police station which, the University
stated in their November news release, will include renewable energy as well as “a modern detention area with a secure sally port as part of a
safe prisoner holding and processing area.” Students are also perplexed by UMass president Jack
Wilson salary increase of nearly $73,000, cited
The Boston Globe January 25, which is about the
annual salary of the average UMass professor.
Rally participants will meet in front of the UM-

ass Student Union at noon March 4 from which
they will walk to the Whitmore administration
building, where they will present administrators with their demands. The coalition’s official
demands include “1) Make public education less
expensive by not instituting student fees, 2) No
Budget cuts that affect student health and safety,
3) Treat our faculty fairly, and 4) Improve the campus climate at UMass.”
“Demonstrating solidarity,” Lyon asserted, “with
students across the country on March 4 is also an
opportunity for us to demonstrate solidarity with
each other […]. Because these issues affect every
person on campus in some way, we can work together to provide high quality, affordable, accessible public education for all.” ~tree~
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Public Safety Log
Below is a listing of the most recent incidents, fires and accidents
reported to the Hampshire College Department of Public Safety as of
February 17, 2010. The Climax does not pick or single out particular logs,
but rather prints as many logs possible given the space available. A
full list, with updates, can be found on the Hampshire website at www.
hampshire.edu/studentlife/10146.html.
Each listing includes the date and time of the report; a description
of the incident or accident that includes the location of the event; and
a case number. These are provided for the education of the community as well as to satisfy the requirements of the Federal Right to Know
Law. Please feel free to call Public Safety at x5424 (or 413.559.5424) if
you have any questions about incidents occurring on campus.
Monday—March 01, 2010
•
Vandalize Property: While on routine patrol in the Johnson
Library, officers observed damage to an exit door. A work order
was submitted to Physical Plant - 0343 (1010-104-OF).  
•
Police Information: Officers were requested by Public Safety
officials to issue a trespass to an individual who has been involved in several incidents on Hampshire College property. A
trespass notice was issued and documented - 1245 (1010-105OF).
•
Medical Emergency: Officers, EMTs and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to the Public Safety office for a report of
an ill student. EMTs administered first aid and AFD transported the individual to the hospital – 0130 (1010-106-OF).  
•
Medical Emergency: Officers and EMTs were dispatched to
Dakin for a report of an ill student. EMTs administered first
aid. The individual signed a Refusal of Care form - 0535 (1010107-OF).  
•
Medical Emergency: Officers and EMTs were dispatched to the
Multisports facility for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid. The individual signed a Refusal of Care
form - 1952 (1010-108-OF).  
•
Medical Emergency: Officers, EMTs and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to Greenwich for a report of an ill student. The individual was transported to the hospital by AFD
for further treatment - 1145 (1010-109-OF).
Sunday—February 28, 2010
•
Medical Emergency-- Intoxicated : Officers and EMTs were
dispatched to Enfield for a report of an intoxicated student.
EMTS administered first aid. The individual will stay with a
friend for the evening – 0247 (Case 1010-103-OF).
Saturday—February 27, 2010
•
Vandalize Property: Officers were dispatched to Dakin for a report of a broken window caused by a thrown glass bottle. A
work order was submitted to Physical Plant to repair the damage – 1210 (Case 1010-100-OF).
•
Medical Emergency: Officers and EMTs were dispatched to
Enfield for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered
first aid. The student signed a Refusal of Care form - 0215 (Case
1010-101-OF).
•
Medical Emergency: Officers, EMTS and Amherst Fire Department were dispatched to the Johnson Library office for a report
of an ill visitor. EMTS administered first aid. AFD transported
the individual to the hospital - 2050 (Case 1010-102- OF).
Friday—February 24, 2010
•
None
Thursday—February 25, 2010
•
Suspicious Activity: Officers were dispatched to Emily Dickenson Hall for a report of an attempted larceny. A report was
taken and an inventory determined that nothing was missing
from the unlocked area – 0850 (Case 1010-97-OF).
•
Medical Emergency: Officers and EMTs were dispatched to
Greenwich for a report of an injured student. EMTs administered first aid and determined the individual should be transported to a medical facility. The student was transported by a
friend - 1816 (Case 1010-98-OF).
•
Liquor, Person Under 21: When officers responded to a noise
complaint, it was found that the occupants of the room were
in possession of alcohol and were all under the age of 21. The
containers were emptied and officers cleared the scene - 0021
(Case 1010-99-OF). ~tree~
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Tribulations of a student seeking financial aid
march 4, 2010

By Molly Smith
News Editor

L

ately, I have felt that I have been
slighted by Hampshire’s administration. It seems important to clarify that
my angst is not a result of any particular
person, but rather the result of my life being complicated by some of the unnecessary flaws in Hampshire’s administrative
system. As a financially “high need” (a.k.a
completely broke) student, I understand
that I am lucky to have the opportunity to
go to a college as expensive as Hampshire.
However, my recent dealings with the Financial Aid Office have left me feeling disregarded and depersonalized.
I am applying to study abroad for next
fall and, because this trip is reliant on
Hampshire’s grants and scholarships, the
financial aid staff kindly agreed to calculate my financial aid package early so I
could find out whether or not the trip is a
possibility for me.
Waiting to receive my W-2’s forced me to
apply for a passport before I knew whether
or not I would be able to study abroad. A
passport is a good thing to have anyways,
so I figured I should do it; unfortunately,
this left me almost completely broke. After
I received my W-2 forms, I promptly started filing all the necessary paperwork for
my financial aid application.
Upon completing the last part of my application, the College Board Profile (a form
created by the same organization that administers the SATs and other standardized
tests), I realized that to submit it would
cost me money. In years past, I had not

been charged for submitting my College Hampshire College and the financial acBoard Profile because of my family’s low cessibility of the greater educational sysincome. However, for reasons unknown to tem. Having bitched about my problems
me, I had to pay for it this year. Realizing to many people, I have found that sevthat the Profile application would take the eral other Hampshire students, especially
last of my then depleted finances, I went those who rely on need-based financial
to the Financial Aid Office to ask if there assistance, are also feeling ignored by and
was anything they could do. Some schools frustrated with the system of aid and fioffer their own fee waivers for the College nances here at Hampshire.
I believe that the opportunity to go to
Board Profile but apparently, Hampshire
is not one of them. I explained my situa- a good college should be available to evtion but was given no help whatsoever eryone, regardless of class. I understand
and was told that if I couldn’t afford the and accept that this is currently not the
fee, I should just borrow the money from case, and I do not hold Hampshire responsible for this fact. I do, however, think that
a friend.
I decided to go ahead and pay the fee, forcing students to pay money in order
knowing that this would leave me without to apply for financial aid is both ironic
any money until my next payday. Upon and flat-out unnecessary. Not all colleges
recounting my experience to a friend, she require the College Board Profile or any
immediately offered to loan me the money. other form that costs money for financial
Debt makes me uncomfortable and I didn’t aid applications; in fact, no public schools
want to drag her into my distressing situ- require it and many private institutions
ation, so I declined. The decision left me do not either. These institutions usually
without money to buy groceries for that accept the free FAFSA form in lieu of the
week, but, at the time, I was thankful to be College Board Profile.
Many of the schools that do require the
finished with the ordeal.
At the Financial Aid Office, I was previ- Profile, as stated previously, offer fee waivously assured that as soon as my applica- ers. I personally would love for the applition was turned in, they could immediately cation to be free for all students, especially
determine my aid package. I completed it given that the College Board is not an orover a week ago. I spoke with them earlier ganization I feel comfortable supporting. I
today and it turns out that they had for- am aware that Hampshire is a financially
gotten about my application and my situa- “high need” college, but given the level at
tion entirely. Had I known that this would which this institution engages in unneceshappen, I would have saved my money for sary spending, it should be able to at the
food and turned in my application when I very least give students waivers if it chooses to make the College Board Profile a rewas more financially comfortable.
Overall, this whole process has left me quirement. ~tree~
feeling stressed and with little faith in

The typical Hampshire student
By Dawn Ellinwood
Dean of Students

W

hat type of student makes
the decision to come to Hampshire
College? I am sure my colleagues in admissions and institutional research could
give me exact demographics that illustrate
the answer to this question. However, in
my short tenure on this campus and by
nature of my work, I venture to answer
this question by saying there is no typical
Hampshire College student. Our students
bring to campus a diversity of experiences,
needs, and desires. Each individual presents an absolutely unique perspective and
this is how we aim to approach each student, as an individual with an absolutely
unique perspective.
The area of Student Life (formerly
known as Student Services) is comprised
of many different support services. The
mission of our area is as follows:
Student Life aims to foster and support an
optimal educational environment for our students, both inside and outside the classroom.
With students as our primary focus, we
intentionally create and support opportunities and experiences that promote a diverse
community steeped in respect, intellectual and
emotional growth, integrity, justice, and safety
for all members of the Hampshire community.
(Written Fall 2008)
I have been asked to give my thoughts
on the identity-based services that we offer on campus, thus the focus on one area
of Student Life that primarily support a
person’s identity. These services and programs, collectively known as “Commu-

nity Advocacy”, supports our GLBTQQA
community, issues of feminism, students of color, international students and
those searching for meaning and support
through spirituality and around one’s
health and well-being. As you can see, the
focus of this area includes all of us.
Often when we think of the services
that make up Community Advocacy, we
think only of the centers housed in each
of these areas. Our centers are very important and necessary pieces of the overall
delivery of service to our students. They
provide safe spaces and support and work
with any person who walks in through
their doors in addition to those students,
staff, and faculty who regularly frequent
the centers.
Although the following quote from
Melissa Scheid Frantz, the director of multicultural and international student services, speaks to one area of Community
Advocacy, her words encapsulate the overall mission of Community Advocacy. “At
the Cultural Center, we recognize students
come to Hampshire with their own terms
of self-identity and will soon be placed in a
new environment where identity will take
on different terms and meanings. The Cultural Center aims to help multicultural students navigate through that phenomenon.
Examples of recent and upcoming programs include: inter-group dialogues on
nationality and class within the SOURCE
community, workshops on multiple cultural affiliation, and discussion about being
first-generation college students. The staff
of the Cultural Center welcome students
to talk with them about complexities of

identity and staff can provide campus and
off-campus resources and referrals.”
The dynamic and relevant programming happening in Community Advocacy
is often in response to the needs and desires of the students who have reached
out for service and support. Many of these
programs would not be able to be accomplished without the planning and work
of our directors working alongside the
students.
Some examples of recent and upcoming programs:
•
Author Canyon Sam will be reading from her New Book Sky Train: Tibetan Women On the Edge of History.
Thursday March 4 at 7pm.
•
Achieving the Gender Free Orgasm
with Barbara Carrellas March 31
•
Five College Queer Sexuality and
Gender Conference
•
Annual ASK for Social Justice
conference
•
Peer Mentorship program
•
The Mitziko Sawada Resource
Library located in the Cultural
Center
•
The Kahlo Gallery in the Cultural
Center
•
SCIENCES Network
•
Counselor Advocate program
•
Stress relief through chair massage
•
Spiritual Journey Lunches

Visit Community Advocacy’s webpage:
www.hampshire.edu/studentlife/4609.htm.
We encourage all to explore the many
services and programs offered through
Community Advocacy. ~tree~
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By Faye Gotlieb
Staff Member,
Community Health Collaborative

I

n December 2009, we, the Community Health Collaborative (CHC), distributed a campus-wide smoking survey
to learn about the distribution of smokers and nonsmokers on campus and to
collect opinions on possible smoking
policy changes. 337 students, 16 faculty
members, and 96 staff members completed the survey. 62% of students who completed the survey had not smoked within
the last 30 days; of those who had, 25% of
them wanted to quit, and an additional
35% were undecided on that account. 39%
of smokers indicated that they smoke
fewer than 5 cigarettes per week.
The administration is considering
changes to the on-campus smoking
policy. The current policy allows smoking outdoors at least 25 feet away from
all buildings. Our survey assessed how
strongly the participants supported three
different smoking policy alternatives.
Option one was a campus-wide smoking
ban, which would not permit smoking on
campus at all. The second option would
allow smoking only in designated outdoor areas, such as the gazebos located
in each housing area. The third option
would continue the current policy with
stricter enforcement of the 25-feet-fromthe-building rule.
When asked to choose one of the
three, the overwhelming majority of
smokers (89%) opted to keep the current
policy. Nonsmokers on the other hand,
most frequently opted to limit smoking
to designated areas. In fact, when combined with the number of nonsmokers
who supported a campus-wide ban, 62.6%
of nonsmokers preferred a policy change
that would further restrict on-campus
smoking.
An earlier smoking survey, conducted
by CHC in 2007, found that 27% of smokers and 69% of nonsmokers saw smoking
as a problem at Hampshire. When nonsmokers were asked if there was anything
that bothered them about smoking on
campus 84% said yes. 82% said cigarette
butts, 64% said the smell, 59% had health
concerns about second-hand smoke, 57%
had concerns about friends who smoke.
According to the survey, 6% of smokers
and 17% of non-smokers felt uncomfortable on campus. Overall our statistics
show that nonsmokers feel less comfortable on this campus than smokers, and
the majority of them want a more strict
smoking policy than the one currently in
place.
In an effort to support smoking students who want to quit, CHC offers a 50%
reimbursement for over-the-counter quitting aids. We can also help with smoking
counseling, prescription quitting aids,
and acupuncture. Stop by the CHC or contact the Director of Community Health
and Wellness Jessica Gifford at jgifford@
hampshire.edu for more information.
Other good resources can be found at
www.quitnet.com and at www.trytostop.org. ~tree~
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The Clothing Column: Free pile profiles
the climax

By Molly Einhorn
Staff Writer
I remember reading somewhere—probably in The Fred—that Hampshire was
built to resemble a mandala. Each neighborhood was designed to have its own
central hub, around which small communities could flourish. It is true to this day,
each of Hampshire’s neighborhoods provides some aspect of service to student
in need: Enfield has the Women’s Center,
Community Health Collaborative and
Mixed Nuts. Prescott is home to the Cultural Center and the Tavern. Greenwich
has the Queer Community Alliance and
Spiritual Life (as well as the musty Good
Read Library and the Centrum gallery
above it). Merrill and Dakin share Hampshire’s only cafeteria as well as the most
frequented smoking gazebos on campus.
It might seem that the distinguished
character of each cozy section of our
mandala leaves little room for conformity,
but every neighborhood at Hampshire is
home to a laundry room, and every selfrespecting laundry room has a free-pile. If
you’ve done any laundry in the past year,
you’ve probably seen one. I suspect that
each neighborhood’s free pile in some
way represents the toss-offs of the people
who live there. However, this week’s Clothing Column is not intended as ‘A Guide
to Hampshire’s Best Free-piles,’ instead, I
would like to think of myself as a kind of
free-pile spelunker. I am writing as a gentle reminder (for those of you who have
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forgotten) that there are free things where
we look for them, and that giving to the
free-pile is much more rewarding than
giving to the landfill, even though I understand that at times the trashcan might
feel closer.
At the time I was writing this article,
no laundry room free-pile had an official
looking sign that indicated, “Yes, I am in
fact a free-pile, and not a solid mass of wet
clothing that someone removed from the
washer.” This problem sometimes makes it
difficult to spot what is there for the taking. Where some people assume a free-pile,
others assume a place to dump stranger’s
laundry (not always a good idea, I once
walked in a screaming match over this
kind of calamity). In the past, I remember
there being signs, and there are still sometimes cardboard boxes filled with things
labeled “FREE.” Unfortunately, these boxes often overflow or get trashed…
Free-piling is an extremely time-sensitive activity. The end of the semester
seems to be the best time to load up on
other people’s discarded stuff. One never
knows what one will find, so I went out
with no expectations, curious to see what
the free-piles looked like at two o’clock
on a snowy, sleety, too-warm Friday
afternoon.
Of the five, Prescott’s free-pile is probably the easiest to spot as actually being a
free-pile. This might be because it is in the
laundry room’s vestibule. Also, it is home
to a computer keyboard and two pairs of
shoes (size nine black leather heels, heel

all photos by Alex Vara/the climax

approximately two inches in length, if
anyone is looking). I was surprised by the
amount of rain gear and scattering of reasonable-looking dress clothes. This freepile quickly established the metanarrative
that free-piles are where single socks go
to die.
There was a soft, comfortable looking tshirt that said “Tree-Hugger.” How often is
a perfectly good shirt disposed of because
it says something the wearer finds embarrassing? If you want to make use of a shirt
without endorsing its graphic, turn it inside out! One of my free-pile shirts says
“Vegetarians Have More Fun” but you
would never know that…
Both of Greenwich’s laundry rooms
were looking sparse, although the middle
of donut three is home to an interesting
assortment of random stuff if you’re interested in stuff. Enfield’s free-pile, I think,
wins the prize for holding my attention
the longest. There’s a lot of variety in
that pile. There were plenty of gloves and
scarves, as well as some attractive shirts
merely suffering from a few stains.
Merrill and Dakin were both home to
what looked like people’s forgotten laundry loads. This makes me think that there
is a bit of confusion as to what’s laundry
and what’s free-pile. The Merrill free-pile
was by far the most ashamed of the bunch.
Here, there was a blue Playboy Bunny

turtleneck (quite flattering I think), and
graphic t-shirts a-plenty. Someone just
out-grew that Pinky and the Brain, heart
patterned graphic tee I suppose…
Strangely, every laundry room I encountered had exactly one sign indicating
that clothing had been stolen or “misplaced” in a mythical free-pile. Especially
in Merrill and Greenwich, these signs
seemed to hang over where the free-pile
should be (the laundry tables). Dakin had
the largest and perhaps, saddest sign posted on the door, seeming to indicate that
loads and loads of laundry had been stolen and there were now people who had
been left without a single pair of pants.
However, there were indications that
people still trusted despite the thefts: although the machines seemed rather active, no one was taking advantage of the
one laundry room couch on campus. Every sign agreed: please return my clothing,
no questions asked! I hope someone reading this article feels guilty enough to give
back that Prescott residents’s pink dress,
you won’t be asked any questions, really.
It’s no longer a snowy sleety Friday
at 2 o’clock, which makes my brief assessments extremely out-dated. My suggestion: go feed the free-pile, and take
something home while you’re there. In
the words of Alex Vera, “You can always
put it back.” ~tree~
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ESPN’s Amy Nelson talks post-Hampshire life
march 4, 2010

Courtesy of espn.com

BY Henry Parr
Managing Editor

S

tudents at Hampshire, generally
speaking, don’t seem to care all that
much about sports. For whatever reason
—whether it’s because the student body
prides itself on rejecting mainstream culture or because there just isn’t enough
time to the watch sports when you’ve got
two hundred pages of social theory to
read — public displays of sports-related enthusiasm tend to be ironic at best. As such,
the few sports lovers must inevitably deal
with the scoffs, disapproving looks, and
snarky comments of their peers who are
less-inclined to spend two hours watching Sportscenter in order to see the top ten
plays a second time. However, what both
sports-loving and indifferent students
should note is that Hampshire has actually
produced a sports writer.
Amy K. Nelson (F’96) works for ESPN,
the “Worldwide leader in sports,” writing
stories primarily focused on Major League
Baseball. “I don’t know if I’m the first sports

writer from Hampshire, but I’m willing to
hedge my bets that I am,” says Nelson. “It’s
not what people go to Hampshire for, ever,
and I didn’t go to Hampshire for it either”
she says. “I didn’t even study journalism
at Hampshire, I went to Hampshire to be a
photojournalist actually, and that was sort
of my dream and goal.” While at Hampshire, Nelson soon found an additional interest in sociology and psychology.
Her Division III, “ Third World Part? A
Photographic Exploration in the Discourse
of Domestic Abuse” featured a show in
the library gallery. Using a clothesline to
mark walls, Nelson recreated a house in
order to bring the viewer “into the place
where most domestic abuse takes place.”
Her photographs, which she took primarily while studying abroad in Costa Rica,
are marked with text taken from friends,
academic studies, and other found sources.
In one instance she used a poem written
by a twelve-year old child the she found
in a Springfield courtroom after a domestic abuse case. The basic message was that
domestic abuse crosses boundaries, race,

nations, and socio-economic scales. Although she took the photographs in Costa
Rica, Nelson says “they could be from anywhere in the world.”
After graduating in 2000, Nelson was
faced, as all Hampshire grads are, with the
daunting task of finding work. “Basically,
I graduated from Hampshire and I didn’t
want to be someone’s photo lab assistant
for eight dollars an hour.” Disappointed
with this prospect, she broke away from
photography and sought work in another
field. “I always loved sports, which probably put me in a little bit of a minority at
Hampshire as well, but I said ‘why not at
least try and see if I can do something in
this industry?’”
Working for SportsTicker, a now defunct sports news service, that was the official statistician of Minor League Baseball,
Nelson began her career as a writer, writing for the news service’s editorial branch.
“I wound up doing a whole bunch of profiles on minor league baseball players, and,
we were also the official statisticians of
the AHL, so I did a whole bunch of AHL
hockey profiles as well. I had to learn how
to write in this different new way, in this
traditional journalism way, before I could
ever try to find my voice as a writer.” In addition to writing profiles, Nelson also freelanced for SportsTicker in the Boston area,
where she was based. This entailed calling
in with score or stat updates, a task that
proved to be tedious. For baseball, she “had
to literally do pitch by pitch over a phone
to someone sitting in New Jersey, entering
the data so it would go onto the internet.”
However, the gig also required her to go
into the clubhouses of teams to get quotes
and write stories, an opportunity that most
starting journalists don’t get. “So immediately, right after school, I was just, all of a
sudden, in the Bruins locker room which
is crazy because that’s not the normal trajectory of the business. Normally, it takes
time to immerse yourself in the pro world.
But it was learning on the fly,” she says.
Nelson now works for the enterprise

No hearts broken at ValenDance
By Brittni Hayes
Denouement Editor

C

apturing the aesthetic
of a middle school dance was
the goal of Kalei Sabaratham, Declan Murphy and Liz McGourty
when they set out in planning the
February 13, ValenDance. The trio
didn’t just meet their goal; they
surpassed it, creating one of the
more successful dances seen at
Hampshire. Held in the Tavern,
the event featured the sounds of
Jazz Fox and the Cut Up Kid, who
Murphy states, “knows how to
make people move.”
The use of the Tavern ultimately added to the “middle school
feel” the organizers hoped for, but
securing a location for the dance
proved to be one of the more trying aspects of planning. Murphy
says the group tried for the Red
Barn, Emily Dickinson Hall and
the Centrum Gallery before land-

ing the Tavern by chance, with the
help of Greenwich/Enfield House
Director Araina Muniz. Due to
the large turnout the event drew,
the Tavern ended up serving as
the best location to fit so many
attendees. “The Tavern was a creative use of space,” said Murphy,
“and there are a lot of interesting
spaces on campus that could be
used in the future.”
Rather than using traditional flyer advertisements, the trio
chose to employ a more personal
touch for their event. On Friday
the 12, students had the opportunity to have a flower hand-delivered to another individual’s
mailbox, serving as a valentine
and the ultimate invitation to
the dance. The dance itself featured some technical difficulties
that prevented the dance from
beginning on time, which, again,
worked in favor of the event,
drawing a larger crowd at the
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unit of ESPN.com, working on more feature-length and research based pieces that
she says, “aren’t just about what these guys
do on the field, it’s also often about life issues as well.” She recently wrote a piece
that was turned into a segment for Outside
the Lines, an ESPN program. The segment
profiled Matt Harrington, who as a toppitching prospect, turned down a five million dollar contract and is now working at
Costco. In another Outside the Lines segment Nelson profiled former Major League
Baseball pitcher Rod Beck, a man whose
cocaine addiction took his life leaving behind two young daughters and a wife. Nelson interviewed Beck’s former teammates,
friends, and family, only a few months after his death. She found that her work at
Hampshire helped her with this challenge.
As part of her Division II she worked with
domestic abuse victims at Springfield hospital, and “one of the hardest things as a
journalist that you have to do is listen to
people and get them to trust you and tell
you things. I think part of that counseling
really helped me, and that extends into the
real world and into my job”
During the Superbowl, Nelson went
around New Orleans taking photographs,
chronicling the hometown of the soonto-be champions. These photos — which
range from elderly Saints fans sitting in
wheelchairs, to inmates who had taken
early work shifts in order to watch the
game — were made into a photo essay on
ESPN.com. In this way, a way that Nelson
says she never could have foreseen, she
has taken a long and untraditional route to
her dream of photojournalism.
Nelson attributes this, in some ways,
to Hampshire, it being an “intense place”
where you need to be proactive, and fight
to get what you want out of an education
and life. “You have to be very aggressive,”
says Nelson “and also a little creative sometimes, in getting what you want and trying
to find the truth in whatever story you are
pursuing and I think those tenets are some
of what I learned at Hampshire.” ~tree~

Courtesy of Luke Taylor

eventual “start.” Murphy says
the trio specifically planned the
event to end at 1AM on February
14 so that attendees might, “find
someone at the dance to call a
valentine.”
As a relatively general consensus, those present consid-

ered the ValenDance a success.
While most spent their time on
the dance floor, much to the delight of organizers, those who
were there to just hang out or play
pool upstairs still experienced
the same distinct atmosphere offered by the event. “I like to put

my excited energy toward engaging with a big group of people,”
said Murphy. And it’s that excited
energy that was palpable into the
early hours of February 14, making the ValenDance one of the
few “middle school” experiences
you would want to remember.~tree~
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Scorsese channels Hitchcock with Shutter Island
the climax

By Scotty Gilmer
Staff Writer

T

he Ashecliffe Hospital for the
Criminally Insane has, quite
reasonably, an impenetrable level
of security. Constructed within
an abandoned Civil War fort,
populated with guards, and located on an island seemingly made
only out of sheer cliff faces and
jagged rocks, Ashecliffe defies
any notion of escape. Yet against
all these odds, a patient has managed to break out of her cell and
disappear from the premises—an
act that requires the attention
of U.S. Marshals Teddy Daniels
and Chuck Aule (played by Leonardo DiCaprio and Mark Ruffalo,
respectively).
Such is the setup of Martin
Scorsese’s latest film, Shutter Island. Not known for his work
with densely plotted stories (he
referred to his last film, The Departed, as “the first movie I’ve
done with a plot”), Scorsese also
finds himself working in unfamiliar thematic terrain. Missing are
the Rolling Stones-heavy soundtrack, the extensive references to
Catholicism, and the intertwining
of violence and masculinity. In-

stead, we have what can arguably
be called his most conventional
film, though this is by no means a
fault here. In the way that Kubrick
approached the horror genre with
The Shining, with Shutter Island,
Scorsese unabashedly immerses
himself in the genre conventions
of the neo-noir Cold War thriller.
The sinister aura of the island is
no subtler than a haunted house,
the introduction is loaded with
explicit expositional dialogue,
and everyone appears to have
something to hide.
In the hands of a lesser cast
and crew, this could have been
another
forgettable
thriller
dumped out in the post-Oscar/
pre-summer cinematic graveyard.
But Scorsese’s masterful, overtly
Hitchcockian direction, and the
overall strength of the cast put
this movie ahead of its genre
contemporaries. The intensity of
DiCaprio’s performance as Teddy
rivals his work in The Departed,
portraying the U.S. Marshal with
equality tenacity and vulnerability. Ben Kingsley and Max Von
Sydow as the mysterious heads of
the institution take advantage of
their track records of being both
merciless villains and wise old

men, never allowing the viewer
to pin down exactly what it is that
makes them so untrustworthy.
Much can be said about these
performances—in fact, nearly all
of the film’s performances—in
light of the numerous plot revelations throughout the story.
Some will find the story’s devel-

opments off-putting and perhaps
reasonably so. Though many of
the twists are shocking, they
never feel inappropriate or outof-place. The performances, along
with the rest of the movie, deserve repeat viewings due to the
constantly changing landscape
of the story. Scorsese, his crew,
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and his cast have somehow managed to make two movies in one;
a film that promises an entirely
different viewing experience the
second time around. Such accomplishments are rare with thrillers
these days, and if that’s what you
want, look no further than Shutter
Island. ~tree~

Hampshire submissions wow at Five College Film Festival

By Brittni Hayes
Denouement Editor

O

n Friday, February 26
Amherst College’s Stirn Auditorium saw a full crowd. The
sixteenth annual Five College
Film Festival featured a total of
twenty-five submissions, with
twelve from Hampshire. Split into five categories—documentary,
narrative, experimental, animation and dance on camera—the
short films ranged in duration
from two to twenty minutes. The
jury also gave awards to the best
films from each individual school
as well. Representing Hampshire

were Daniel Peck, Maxime Simonet, Stephen Sues, Julio Vargas,
Thomas Ciaburri, Will Galperin,
Mike Rice, Lauren Flinner, Will
Delphia, Ben Graham-Smith, Molly Koch, Jiemin Liao and Claire
Weissbluth.
Three of the five category
based awards went to Hampshire
students. Lauren Flinner’s film
Where Are We Going (best of animation), featuring music by Ryan
Mihaly, is the story of an assembly line of stick figures. Two escape their fate and head toward
adventures that ultimately lead
them to drop an anchor from a
hot air balloon and deep-sea dive

Jo Nguyen/the climax

before they walk into the sunset, holding hands. The beautiful
thing about this piece is its effortless flow combined with the
obvious amount of work that was
put into it. Each scene appears to
be hand crafted through a mixture of medias—including crayons—giving an appeal of genuine
sweetness to the story. Flinner’s
creation is the kind of experience
that makes one feel all warm and
fuzzy inside, an incredibly refreshing concept.
Best of experimental went to
Daniel Peck, for Holcyon Glare.
Peck’s film is the portrayal of individual’s discovery of their per-

sonal ability, and the ultimate named Goggles, the film was an
consumption they experience be- obvious crowd favorite. Calvin,
cause of it. The ability, in this case, the film’s protagonist, is haunted
is the main character’s capacity to throughout his daily life by the
turn everything she touches into presence of Goggles (who no one
a kind of glare-like light. The film else can see or hear) until an enis full of creative and beautiful counter with a coworker leads
shots, namely one that features him to a support group for oththe main character sliding down ers with his condition. Viewers
the back of her bedroom door to experience each scene as Calvin
reveal a poster of Marilyn Mon- would, with running commenroe behind her. Holcyon Glare tary by Goggles, who ultimately
employs the thought and obser- keeps the film moving by giving
vation of viewers toward the film, it a comedic edge. The film ends
allowing for individual interpre- with Calvin creating a potion to
rid himself of Goggles’ presence,
tation along the way.
Molly Koch’s Safe as Houses with the cat commenting “I didn’t
took home best narrative film peg you for a druggie,” alongside,
for the night. The plight of Peter “Is this the climactic moment of
is explored after his wife, Luanne, my life, the denouement even?”
leaves him. Viewers go on a jour- Throughout the duration of the
ney with Peter as he attempts to film, the audience was rarely quirediscover the supposed happi- et, a sign of sure success.
Subjectivity aside, Hampshire
ness he felt with Luanne. Peter
ultimately finds that perhaps he submissions were by far the most
was only pretending to be alive engaging features. With topics
when he was with Luanne, and ranging from an old blues singthat he had really been “free all er (Dr. DB, Thomas Ciaburri) to
along.” Coming in at seventeen a chance encounter with a subminutes and thirty seconds, Safe way performer set to the sounds
as Houses could easily have con- of Lykke Li (Time Flies, Will Galtinued on. Employing a perfect perin), to a montage of Drag Ball
narrative voice, precise details, (Drag Ball, Will Delphia)- Hampand a great soundtrack, Koch’s shire was adequately representcreation offers elements one ed. The profound talent of these
individuals was evident throughhopes to get out of every film.
Finally, the best of Hampshire out the course of the night. The
was awarded to Maxime Simonet only question is what they’ve got
and Stephen Sues for Odd, Even. planned for next year. ~tree~
Featuring a snide, witty purple
cartoon cat with a drawling voice
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Why Avatar could (and perhaps should) win for Best Picture, and what it
means for the future of cinema
By Dan Clarendon
Layout Editor

W

ith ticket sales topping $700
million domestically and $2.5 billion
worldwide, James Cameron’s magnum opus
Avatar is currently the box office champion
of all time (discounting inflation). The film
now stands to win nine Oscars on Sunday
night, including Best Picture—with a good
chance of winning, especially since it beat
frontrunner The Hurt Locker at the Golden
Globes. Even though its inclusion in the
nominations list isn’t controversial as that
of The Blind Side, the decision is still being
derided for honoring a film more commercially successful than critically adored.
Even Avatar’s box-office supremacy is in
question, since so much of the film’s profits were made from the higher-priced 3-D
screenings. But that distinction shouldn’t
matter: box office rankings are based on
how much money people have collectively
decided to shell out to see a movie. If Cameron’s creation inspires filmgoers to open
their wallets a bit wider for the enhanced
experience, he must have done his job
right.
If Avatar wins for Best Picture, it won’t
because it had the best script or the best
performances. It will be because it had the
most cultural impact and the most resonance in our cinematic zeitgeist. It will be
because the Academy deemed its spectacle more impressive than The Hurt Locker’s
substance. And it’s a fair bet—the Academy
has a history of awarding landmark movies rather than more-intellectual nominees.
Is this wrong? After all, there are separate
awards for writing and for directing. Perhaps the Best Picture award should go to
the movie that provides the best filmgoing
experience. (And an Oscar win would be
validation for the over 2,000 cast-and crewmembers who devoted three years of their
lives to the project—and for Cameron, of
course, who worked on the film for the better part of two decades.)
As much as I enjoyed Avatar the first

time I saw it—and as blown away as I
was the second time, when I watched it
in 3-D—I don’t think the story was anything groundbreaking, or even that original. We’ve all heard the comparisons to
Pocahontas, Dances with Wolves, and even
FernGully. (Could there be any plot about
natives and foreigners clashing and intermingling, however, that wouldn’t draw
such comparisons?) I did, however, think
the story was serviceable—a satisfactory
medium for the staggeringly impressive
visuals. Aside from the incredible art design—or world design, rather—it was the the Na’vi are personable as characters. (Of
attention to detail that made the visuals course, Cameron also conveniently sideso astounding. Nothing seemed to have steps the Valley by giving the Na’vi blue
been done halfway. None of the anima- skin and cat-like features.)
Many people in the film industry (and
tion seemed “phoned in” like in previous
animated movies. Cameron said that the many film critics) thought Zoe Saldana dedigital artists had created every creature, served a Best Actress nomination for her
every blade of grass, even every bead on portrayal of Neytiri. Mark Harris of Entertainment Weekly points out, however, that
the Na’vi headdress.
And the scrupulousness extended to her performance could have been tweaked
the acting as well. Here’s how the perfor- any number of ways in post-production—
mance-capture technology works. In Cam- a twinge here, a tic there. He has a point.
eron’s new hangar-sized studio, dubbed Cameron has developed a god-like level
The Volume, the actors perform their parts of filmmaking, and we never know how
as cameras record the movement sensors much of what were seeing in Avatar was
placed on their bodies. That movement produced by his divine hand. Maybe 20th
data is then applied to the CGI characters. Century Fox should have sent the AcadAlso, the “virtual cameras” have similar emy voters footage of Saldana’s entire persensors so that Cameron can directly con- formance, captured in the raw. Some of this
trol camera movement during the “filming” footage can be seen on the movie’s official
YouTube channel. One video, for instance,
process while seeing real-time CGI results.
Indeed, Avatar does seem to indicate a shows Saldana and Neytiri side-by-side,
huge leap in animation technology. By cap- acting out the same scene. The exactness of
turing the actors’ every facial movement the performance-capture is incredible. “Evand transferring them to their on-screen ery nuance, every moment of [the actors’]
personas, the CGI characters of Avatar creation on the set is preserved,” Cameron
seem more human than any created before. says, and to see the comparison is to beThose familiar with animation know about lieve that claim.
Cameron believes his brand of perforthe Uncanny Valley—the belief that computer-animated humans tend to look a bit mance-capture represents filmmaking of
creepy. But in previous CGI films like The the future. It’s a future in which actors can
Polar Express, the actors’ facial movements act as anyone or anything, even younger
weren’t recorded, and it turns out that’s versions of themselves. Says Cameron:
what makes all the difference. Because “Not only does it not replace [actors], it emCameron and his team were so meticu- powers them.” But all the hype and hoopla
lous in recreating the performances in CGI, seems a bit excessive. It’s an exciting tech-

nology, to be sure—but it seems unlikely
that “avatars” will ever replace actors completely. Undoubtedly, we’ll see this filmmaking mode used in more movies, but I
think filmgoers still appreciate and subscribe to authenticity in the cinematic experience. It’s like saying that virtual sets
will make physical locations obsolete, or—
to make a more exaggerated example—that
synthesizers will make live instruments
passé. Decidedly low-tech filmmaking is
still winning big. Consider this year’s other
nominees, such as Precious, An Education,
and Up in the Air: three movies with virtually no CGI.
But if paying such fastidious attention
to detail is the future of filmmaking, that’s
a trend I can get behind. Perhaps we can
look forward to more movies in which
worlds are constructed, languages developed, histories invented, and cultures created. At the very least, more Avatar films
are in the pipeline. Unlike Cameron’s last
blockbuster, the story could easily continue for feature films to come. After all, the
crew already has half the work done and
lying dormant on some hard drive, just
waiting to be resurrected with more performance-capture data.
Is Cameron’s technology the be-all
end-all of filmmaking? No. But it is a huge
evolutionary bound in cinematic creativity, one that will enrich some films in the
future, and one that should be celebrated
appropriately this year. ~tree~

Sound Thoughts
Lucky Dragons and Anamanaguchi at Yale University
By Ryan Mihaly
Staff Writer

I

t was an eclectic night
of music at Yale University’s
Dwight Hall Chapel on Saturday;
the show featured the trance inducing interactivity of Los Angeles’s Lucky Dragons and the
nostalgic 8-bit chiptunes of a
mosh pit starting Anamanaguchi
from New York. Both groups have
an appreciation for digital found
sounds although they each take
this aesthetic to radically different extremes.
Lucky Dragons are digital
cavemen. Instead of playing on
stage, the duo setup on the chapel floor with a laptop, loads of
small percussion instruments,

digital equipment, microphones,
a projector, and a complex array
of cords. They hunched over their
equipment, building up a drone
and heavy atmospherics, and
improvised vocal melodies and
rhythms one element at a time,
like they were curiously playing
with these things for the first time.
The audience formed a circle;
some stood, some swayed, some
stared. As their song continued
to build and build—digital clicks
and whistles and other mysterious noises entered the foray—the
duo suddenly uncovered a pile
of blank CDs and waved them in
front of their projector. With each
sudden movement of the CD, new
swooping colorful noises would
be produced. And without a word

from their mouths, they passed
the CDs out to eager audience
members, who quickly assembled
in front of the projector to play
along. Then they passed around
the percussion—small snares,
gongs, shakers, sticks—and what
once was a circular space for
observation quickly became a
crowded mass of curious sound
makers who participated with
equal fervor and childlike wonder.
Lucky Dragons effectively created a comfortable space for sound
creation and manipulation, like
we were all dunking our hands in
colors and making a massive collaborative finger painting.
Anamanaguchi are nostalgic
digital punks. They mix the traditional pop-punk instrumenta-

Courtesy of collider.com

tion of guitar, bass, and drums, along the huge church organ beand throw in a hacked NES (Nin- hind them. Some songs are long,
tendo Entertainment System) that some are short, but they all move
they program to play insanely fast at breakneck speeds, and are all
chiptune melodies and rhythms. meticulously constructed and
There’s no singing—the NES mel- musically complex. Each song is
odies take the spotlight. The laden with hysterically fun key
crunch of the live instruments changes, breakdowns, a general
and the fuzzy glitches from the lack of verse-chorus structure,
NES mix to create rowdy fist- and a smattering of progressive
pumping anthems to which one and disco styles. They did some
begins to imagine their own vid- old songs such as “Jetpack Blues”
eo game scene: saving the planet; but also some new ones without
slaying the dragon; watching an titles at the moment. They also
epic ending sequence. No mat- did a rapid-fire take on Wavves’s
ter what the music reminds you “So Bored,” which was wonderof, it seems to beg for an equally fully ironic because no one was
frantic visual accompaniment, bored—the mosh pit agreed—at
which is provided by a streaming 200+ BPM. ~tree~
projection of a 256 colors-pixilated-fractal-meltdown sequence
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Dénouement
The Climax welcomes any two-dimensional art and creative
writing for its showcase of student talent, the Dénoument.
Please send any submissions to hampshireclimax@gmail.com.
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The dorm debate: Dakin vs. Merrill
By Jo Nguyen
Photo Editor
Upon my arrival to Hampshire, I was welcomed and immediately taken away to be moved
into Dakin (which I pronounced
as Daaakin, until I was corrected).
I was fortunate enough to walk
up only two steps before I arrived
to my double. Dakin doubles are
the largest bedrooms on campus,
according to the Hampshire College website. So already Dakin
gets one point. My first impression of the bathroom was that it
was a step above a regular public
restroom found at rest stops and
gas stations, it was clean enough.
But I soon became appreciative of
Dakin bathrooms when I had to
relieve my bladder in one of Merrill’s facilities. While I was struggling to fight off claustrophobia
in the cramped stall under the
dim florescent lights, I became
forever grateful to Dakin. It was
also obvious that Merrill’s bathrooms lead to nowhere, you are
stuck on whichever hall you enter in at your own risk. In Dakin,
there is always opportunity to
escape awkward moments and
leering through the dubbed “Narnia” bathrooms. The convenience
of the connected bathrooms, and
therefore hallways often means
that there is a fair amount of so-

cializing happening in the powder rooms of Dakin while people
are in transit from hall to hall.
Another amenity of Dakin
hallways is the carpet, offering
the muffling of drunken stumbles and the enraged stampedes.
The carpet is accompanied by
the accent colors that line hallway borders and bulletin boards
of Dakin’s sections. During it’s
complete renovation in 2004, all
rooms received an “accent” wall
which mirror the accent colors
found in the hallway. Unlike
those in Merrill, Dakin inhabitants enjoy drywall in all of the
rooms and lounges, brick and cinderblock were left on outside of
the building.
College dormitories are already at high risk for smelling
funky, but Merrill’s kitchenettes
only increase the risk of funky
smelling halls. Dakin House is
also conveniently closer to the
Dakin/Merrill parking lot, Yiddish Book Center, as well as Akins.
And only recently, a hammock
magically appeared, attached between the gazebo and a tree during some unusually warm days of
winter. To top it all off, there has
been a permanent swing placed
in the middle of the Dakin quad
courtesy of first year, Andrew
Mangold. ~tree~

By Alyssa Tufano
Staff Writer

T

hough one could argue
that the differences between
the Merrill and Dakin dorms
are slight, I believe that Merrill
offers a slew of better features
and amenities.
Dakin dwellers often boast
that their recently renovated
dorms are nicer than the older
Merrill rooms. After visiting
various Dakin dorm rooms, I
think this is a common misconception. The aesthetic appearance of the rooms in Dakin and
Merrill are nearly identical. The
condition of the Dakin rooms,
hallways, and bathrooms are
no better than Merrill’s. Both
houses offer standard linoleum
flooring in the dorms and concrete brick walls. The hallways
in Dakin are narrower and
darker than Merrill and, despite recent renovations, the
bathrooms in Dakin still look
rundown and feature a color
palate resembling a Mcdonald’s
Playland.
Dakin’s dorm arrangement
is also more awkward than
Merrill’s. The rooms in Merrill
form a horseshoe shape, allowing a resident to see almost the
entire hall through their doorway. This allows for easier in-
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teractions with hall mates, as
people do not need to venture
to the other side of the hall to
talk with their friends. This arrangement also allows for residents to become friendlier with
their floormates because they
are more visible and available.
The long halls in Dakin make
it difficult for those who live at
the end of the hall to interact
with residents who live near
the front and vice versa.
The convenient juxtaposition of the bathrooms is another fine feature of Merrill. Those
who live in Merrill do not have
to walk through the bathroom
to get to their dorms like the
residents of Dakin. This allows
for cleaner bathrooms and less
foot traffic in the hallways. I
rarely see random people walking through my floor, which allows me to feel safer and more
secure. Additionally, the showers in Merrill are drastically
less awkward. The walls lining
the shower stalls connect to
the floor so residents cannot
see the feet of the person bathing next to them. This provides
extra privacy, as one feels as if
they are truly showering alone.
The lounges in Merrill are also larger than Dakin’s and feature kitchenettes. My hallmates
and I love to prepare eggs and

other tasty food items on our
communal stove. More floor
space in the lounges makes it
easier for residents to coordinate floor parties and television
watching events. Last week, every resident on my floor was
able to comfortably fit in our
lounge to watch the Olympic
figure skating telecast. If we
lived in Dakin, our television
watching experience would be
significantly less enjoyable, as
we would all be crammed in a
smaller room.
Another glaring advantage
of Merrill living is that residents do not experience as
many fire alarms. This semester,
Dakin has had a total of three
fire alarms compared to one for
Merrill. Nothing is worse than
being awoken by a fire alarm in
the middle of night. Merrill residents experience less of these
pesky interruptions than Dakin
dwellers.
Despite protests by devoted Dakinites, Merrill is clearly
the best dorm on campus. The
advantages of living in Merrill blatantly outnumber the
benefits of Dakin living. Those
arguing otherwise have not experienced the numerous perks
of Merrill living and simply do
not know what they are missing. ~tree~

